KYIV CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

Is a non-state unprofitable self-governing organization uniting legal entities created and operating according to the legislation of Ukraine.

It was established in 1995.

Kyiv CCI has over 1100 members, 4800 enterprises and unions and it is largest regional chamber of commerce and industry in Ukraine

MAIN SERVICES ARE:
- Expert services
- Certification of origin
- Valuation (price examination)
- Customs and brokerage services
- Legal services

EXPORT PROMOTION CENTER
OF THE KYIV CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

PROVIDES FOLLOWING PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FOR FOREIGN COMPANIES:
- Assisting in doing business in Ukraine
- Ukrainian market information
- Checking the reliability of business partner
- Organization of business meetings
- Confirming Force Majeure situation
- Providing legal addresses

CONTACT INFORMATION:
55, B. Khmelnitskoho Str., 01601, Kyiv, Ukraine
Kyiv Chamber of commerce and Industry
Export Promotion Center
Tel/fax: +38 044 482-04-35
e-mail: export@kiev-chamber.org.ua
expo@kiev-chamber.org.ua
www.kiev-chamber.org.ua/en/
www.export.kiev.ua
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The company “Agroprodukt” is one of the key producers of meat products in Ukraine.

Our business is concentrated on the production of chilled and frozen beef and pork. In addition, the company supplies its products to the largest enterprises of Ukraine engaged in the production of finished meat products. Our products are successfully exported to the countries of the former Soviet Union and the geography of our deliveries is gradually expanding to the European Union, Africa and Asia.

**SCOPE OF BUSINESS ACTIVITY:**

Slaughter of cattle and pork, cutting and sorting of meat and offals, storage and sale of meat products. We have 10 years experience of export operations to supply along with their own production of Ukrainian producers of meat raw materials abroad. The company “Agroprodukt” is one of the founders of the Association of production and processing enterprises of the meat industry of Ukraine “Myaso Ukrainy”

**HISTORY OF THE COMPANY**

The history of our company in the meat business started since 1998. During these years, we established mature tradition, accumulated experience and developed high-quality team.

In 2001 the company launched its own production of slaughter and processing of beef and pork products of Ukrainian origin.

The company has advanced equipment, high-performance line of cattle slaughter, cold storage for 200 tons of frozen meat.

**OUR MISSION:**

Providing users with beef and pork meat and by-products of the high quality that you can be sure.

Decent satisfaction of needs and demands of each of our clients is one of the main goals of our company.

**ACTIVITY POLICY:**

Company “Agroprodukt” guarantees its clients:

- Wide range of high quality products;
- Speed & Quality service;
- Regularity and accuracy of deliveries;
- Individual client approach;
- The regularity and accuracy of deliveries.

The main task for the company “Agroprodukt” is to ensure the quality and safety of the products.

In this regard, the company is currently in the process of reconstruction of the industrial and office premises in accordance with the requirements of occupational health and hygiene of the staff, as well as the HACCP requirements, ISO 9001: 2008 and HALAL.

Due to experience, professionalism and competence of our staff, we have established ourselves as a serious and reliable company of international level in the field of export-import operations.

«TOGETHER WITH OUR PARTNERS WE KEEP RELATIONSHIP BASED ON TRUST, RELIABILITY AND SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY»

CONTACT DETAILS:

Vyzvolennia Str., 2, office 202/203
21050, Vinnytsia, Ukraine
tel/fax: +380 432 52-07-70
+380 432 52-08-89
+380 432 52-08-90
e-mail: agrotorg.ua@gmail.com
“Agro-Yug-Service” LLC is a production and trading company operating in the agricultural market of Ukraine since 2000. As of today, the company is one of the largest producers of wheat flour in the southern region of Ukraine.

The company has the following facilities of its own production:

- Mill complex;
- Pasta production;
- Biscuit production (sugar biscuits, hard dough biscuits, crackers);
- Packaged production (flour, pasta, cookies, cereals);

Enterprise operates with modern equipment. Products are manufactured under the brand TM “Amina”.

High quality is an obligatory component that integrates the entire range of our products. Quality is the ideology of the company which is brought to life by all the technological and intellectual potential of the company. Quality control is carried out throughout the entire production process, from receipt of raw materials to the finished product, and afterwards—in the process of storage and transportation. In 2012 the company introduced and certified an integrated management system for food safety that meets the requirements of State Standard DSTU ISO 22000: 2007 (HACCP).
Barakat Trading LLC is an international trading company that specializing in exporting Ukraine origin food products and agricultural commodities from Ukraine, Russia, Kazakhstan and etc.

We export products, arrange transportation and sea freight, and deliver the products to our customers in the most efficient manner with respect to price, timing and service.

Our mission is to provide high quality food products to our customers at a reasonable price in a timely manner, thereby benefiting our customers.

Our aim is to become one of the leading food and agriculture companies by providing high quality food products and service to our customers at affordable prices.

Vegetable oils are one of the most important foods. Vegetable oil production in Ukraine is a strong agricultural sector. The volume of export of sunflower oil from Ukraine in 2013/2014 marketing year totaled 4 million metric tons. Main importers of Ukrainian sunflower oil are India, China, European and Middle East countries.

Ukrainian market of industrial fats, including margarines and fats for special purposes (confectionery, baking, cooking, substitutes of milk fat) — today is one of the fastest growing segments in food industry with considerable potential of development. Potential production of fats industry in Ukraine is about 500 KMT.

DIVISION

BRIEFLY ABOUT

Barakat Trading LLC is an international trading company that specializing in exporting Ukraine origin food products and agricultural commodities from Ukraine, Russia, Kazakhstan and etc.

We export products, arrange transportation and sea freight, and deliver the products to our customers in the most efficient manner with respect to price, timing and service.

MISSION

Our mission is to provide high quality food products to our customers at a reasonable price in a timely manner, thereby benefiting our customers.

VISION

Our aim is to become one of the leading food and agriculture companies by providing high quality food products and service to our customers at affordable prices.

PRODUCTS

Ukraine’s abundance of high quality poultry, vegetable and edible oils, fruit juices, mineral water, canned vegetable, biscuits, wafers, chocolates, ice cream, breakfast foods, dairy products and other food and agricultural products form the basis of Barakat Trading Company’s products offerings.

The Company has developed a trusted and reliable network of producers, farmers and suppliers that meet and exceed both local and international food production standards.

Our main export market focus is to the Middle East and Africa countries. We continue to develop markets and opportunities across the globe to evolve range of food products.

We source our food and agricultural products from Ukraine, Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan.

COMMODITIES

Nowadays Ukraine has become a significant player on the global agricultural and food market. Today the country is one of the leading exporters of grains and oilseeds, sunflower oil, dairy products and etc. Many factors suggest that Ukraine can feed the world and potential production of grain crops in Ukraine is estimated at 80 MMT. Today, the Black Sea region’s fertile farms continue to produce grains at world-class levels, with the share of the global wheat trade supplied by the region surpassing 20 percent. Grain industry is a key sector for development of Ukrainian agro-industrial complex, increasing export capacity and meeting demand of grain importers on a stable and long-term basis.

VEGETABLE AND EDIBLE OILS

Vegetable oils are one of the important foods. Vegetable oil production in Ukraine is a strong agricultural sector. The volume of export of sunflower oil from Ukraine in 2013/2014 marketing year totaled 4 million metric tons. Main importers of Ukrainian sunflower oil are India, China, European and Middle East countries.

Ukrainian market of industrial fats, including margarines and fats for special purposes (confectionery, baking, cooking, substitutes of milk fat) — today is one of the fastest growing segments in food industry with considerable potential of development. Potential production of fats industry in Ukraine is about 500 KMT.

DAY PRODUCTS

Dairy products are one of the major components of the market basket and the chain of primary processing industry. Ukraine is currently ranked on 14th in the world in terms of gross production of milk. Dairy industry currently has broad technological capabilities to produce various kinds of products. Over the past 5 years, Ukraine produces more than 2 million tons of various dairy products annually. Total exports is not less than 100 thousand tons per year.

CHICKEN AND EGG PRODUCTS

Last year in Ukraine we see that the growth of the livestock industry is presented in different directions. Along with the chicken meat production, also increased egg production in the country. Competitive price and high quality of Ukrainian egg products continues to maintain a leading position in terms of egg export. Ukraine exports chicken and egg products to more than 30 countries in the world.

CONTACT DETAILS:

03061, Ukraine, Kyiv,
M. Shepelev str., 6
phone: +380 44 223-85-23
site: www.barakat-trading.com.ua
site: www.barakat-agro.com
CANNED VEGETABLES AND SAUCES

Ukraine has always been famous for large volumes of fruit and vegetable production. These products are the main raw stock for manufacturing fruit and vegetable cans. A lot of attention was paid to processing this output during Soviet times, and the result was the creation of a powerful processing industry in Ukraine. The production of canned vegetable and fruits in Ukraine has grown steadily over the last years.

- Ketchup
- Mayonnaise
- Tomato paste
- Canned vegetables
- Condiments
- Tomato sauces

CONFECTIONERY AND SWEETS

Confectionery industry one of the most developed in the food industry of Ukraine. Total production capacity is over 1 million tons per year, which meets the demand both of domestic and foreign markets. The range of products, produced by Ukrainian confectionery enterprises, reaches over 1000 items. All products are traditionally divided into three groups: sugar confectionary, chocolate products and pastry. Ukrainian confectionery products are exported to more than 50 countries all over the world. All enterprises are certified in accordance with the international standards. A wide range of products are certified in accordance with Halal principles.

- Biscuits
- Rolled cakes
- Crackers
- Candy
- Chocolate
- Wafer
- Ice cream
- Halva (halava)
- Jam
- Honey

BEVERAGES

The production of all types of soft drinks is characterized by natural seasonality. In addition, Ukraine has a raw materials base that enables local production and export of certain types of drinks, such as juices. Rising health consciousness will boost demand for healthier soft drinks, such as fruit juices and bottled water. Quite attractive is the soft drinks market, since its capacity is two times larger than that of the juice market. The segment of non-alcohol beverages is considered to be the most stable, especially in the times of turmoil.

- Fruit juices
- Mineral water
- Baby foods

SNACKS

Snacks — products for quick and easy stave of hunger, appetizer, which is good for those who are in a rush. Specification of snacks industry is multifunctional: at different times, in different countries and nations entirely different products are determined by the same concept of "snack". Snack products market for last five years shows an increase of 15-20% per year.

- Croutons
- Rye croutons
- Sunflower seeds
- Pumpkin seeds
- Potato chips
- Choco roll
- Muesli sweet bar
- Muesli sweet bar (gluten free)

BREAKFAST FOODS

Breakfast — an important meal, which determines the feeling of a person for the whole day. Most people do not skip the morning meal, trying to make it tasty, healthy and quick to prepare. In the world the number of those who eat breakfast flakes (dry and fresh), cereal or various instant porridges increasing every year. In Ukraine there are more than 10 manufacturers of breakfast cereals and instant cereals. Ukraine exports 20% of production.

- Corn flakes
- Muesli
- Instant oat porridges
- Pillows with chocolate or milk filling
- Multigrain flakes
- Porridges

INSTANT FOOD

Instant food market consists of four main segments. The largest of these segments (about 60%) is instant noodles. The second largest segment is instant puree. The third one is setmeals with meat and homemade gravy. And the fourth is instant soups. The volume of export reaches more than 30% of its production in Ukraine to more than 25 countries.

- Noodles and vermicelli
- Mashed potatoes
- Broth
- Egg noodles
- Home-made noodles

All products are certified in accordance with the international standards, including Halal certificate. Along with everything shown here we can search for the product according to request of our customers. Our buyers can always be assured of fair and just dealings when working with Barakat Trading LLC, knowing they can rely on Company’s performance and can trust compliance with the quality of the products purchased.
COMPANY INFO: Original Pasta Bushtruk is a Ukrainian company specialized in pasta production under the brands “Kiev Mix” and “City Pasta”. The company produces dry pasta since 1999 and is one of the largest pasta manufacturers in Ukraine. The company stands for quality products and modern technology.

QUALITY: All our pasta products are made of high-quality raw materials, are organic and suitable for vegetarians. Be sure, that by ordering our pasta you buy one of the best quality products.

All the products are confirmed by Ukrainian and International quality certificates such as ISO 9001, ISO 22000 and HACCP.

Our company purchases the best-quality flour for pasta products. This ensures a stable golden color and high quality cooking. Ukraine is among of three top grain exporters in Europe. We cooperate with flour suppliers, which have flour being produced on Buhler equipment (Switzerland). All raw materials supplied to our company, accompanied by quality certificates. All components are monitored and checked by our own laboratory.

INGREDIENTS: High-grade wheat flour and artesian water. There are no additives and dyes. Nutrient of 100g uncooked pasta: Proteins 10.5 g, Carbohydrates 70.4 g, Fat 1.1 g, Energy 340 Kcal (1423 kJ).

PACKAGING: Particular attention is paid to the quality of packaging material that can store and deliver products safely, avoiding damage during transportation. Our packaging is bright and colorful, that differs it from other competing products on the shelves of grocery stores.

STORAGE TERM: 24 months.
LLC UKRINTORG (UIT) was established in 2014. The Company’s central office is located in Ukraine’s capital Kiev. UIT has representative offices in Austria, Germany, Mexico, Spain, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. We plan opening representative offices in the biggest Ukrainian regions and in a number of Central Asian, Middle East and African countries.

Today, UIT is an innovative enterprise with a systematic approach for solving business issues, a professional connecting link between external and internal markets, national and international businesses. UIT has well-established cooperation with Governmental authorities regarding foreign economic activity. Our Company is proud to have dealership relations Ukrainian and international manufacturing enterprises. We guarantee quality support to our business clients in Ukraine and abroad.

UKRINTORG is actively working on the ability to increase the amount of exported Ukrainian goods, by means of assisting the Governmental support policy of national producers, and to strengthen and develop the Company’s role on Ukrainian and international markets as an effective and trustworthy business partner. UIT effectively collaborates with executive and local governmental authorities, research institutions and expert communities in order to contribute to Ukraine’s business activity development.

UIT can offer the following for export: agriculture products (grains, crops, pulses, fertilizers), food industry products (meat, dairy, oils, confectionary and bakery goods, honey, freeze-dried foods, canned fruits and vegetables, baby food, etc.), equipment for food industry (technological lines and equipment from European producers for manufacturing of bakery goods, butter and spreads, for boiling and frying, processing of grains, drying of vegetables and fruits, etc.), woodworking industry (industrial wood, intermediate wood products, pellets, etc.), furniture (household, office and furniture for various special facilities), construction materials (brick, concrete, construction mixes, roofing, façade, heat, sound, and waterproof materials, etc.), high quality natural cosmetics from Ukrainian producers, pharmaceutics (offering a wide range of high quality medication from world’s leading producers).

UIT imports: food (meat, cheese, olive oil, dried fruits), consumer goods (polymers, toys, décor goods and materials, etc.), equipment for food industry (professional, innovative and safe equipment for baking, boiling, frying, production of various types of foods, etc.), petroleum industry (petrochemicals, diesel fuel, fuel oil, kerosene, paraffin, mineral oil, etc.).

Services: UIT provides consulting services on foreign economic activity (export and import activities abroad, construction engineering, outsourcing foreign economic activity, organizing budgeting and management accounting, auditing).

More information can be found on our website. Please do not hesitate to contact us.
Yarych Confectionary is a powerful combination of modern technology, uncompromising quality and top specialists. We are a team of professionals who know how to create the perfect biscuit.

The factory mainly specializes in the production of semi-sweet biscuits and crackers. In 2014 the factory added “Petit Beurre”, a well-known biscuit in Europe, to the company’s portfolio.

In order to ensure the company’s high level of competence in food safety and quality systems, Yarych Confectionary implemented the European quality assurance system based on IFS Food standards, which is the most modern means of ensuring quality of products.

Yarych Confectionary products are very well-known and continue to prove popular with consumers in Ukraine and abroad. The factory has been actively developing its export line since 2014 and is now exporting its products to the USA, Western Europe and Africa.

The factory mainly specializes in the production of semi-sweet biscuits, crackers, “Petit Beurre” biscuits and cakes.

We have two Italian lines for biscuit production, manufacturing both packaged and bulk products. To package the product, we use Masek (the Czech Republic), Ricciarelli (Italy), Hastamat (Germany) and Aucouturier (France) packaging machines.

Current production capacity of the factory is 1 400 tons of biscuits per month.

To manufacture cakes, we use Correr equipment, cake decoration is by hand only. The production capacity is 3 500 cakes per shift.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARIA BISCUITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>› Shelf life, months: 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Biscuits “Maria classic “Yarych”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Net weight, g: 160, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Biscuits “Maria with milk and calcium ”Yarych”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Net weight, g: 155, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Biscuits “Maria with bran “Yarych”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Net weight, g: 155, 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRACKERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>› Shelf life, months: 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Net weight, g: 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Crackers “Yarych”(salted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Crackers “With onion”Yarych”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Shelf life, months: 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Crackers “Creamy “Yarych”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Crackers “With cocoa “Yarych”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BISCUITS “PETIT BEURRE”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>› Shelf life, months: 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Net weight, g: 25, 50, 155, 200, 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Biscuits “Petit Beurre “Yarych”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Biscuits “Petit Beurre with bran “Yarych”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>› Biscuits “Petit Beurre with cocoa “Yarych”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Zavodska Street, Staryiy Yarychiv
Kamyanka-Buzky district,
Lviv region, Ukraine, 80463
tel: ............ +380 32 247-30-38
e-mail: .......... info@yarych.com

General Director — Viktor Martseniuk
Commercial Director — Sofiya Valyuk
mob: ............ +380 67 61-01-777
e-mail: ........ s.valyuk@yarych.com
web: ............ www.yarych.com
«Econia» is an innovative enterprise on production and distribution of high quality baby food and drinking water.

Following the leading world trends, introducing innovations at every production stage, the company creates, develops and builds successful brands of baby food and drinking bottled water. Therefore products of our trademarks have credibility and recognition of consumers and indisputable authority with competitors. The products of “Econia” receive highest quality awards and recognition far beyond the territory of Ukraine. The company dynamically develops export sales and nowadays it is known as a reliable international partner among the producers of baby food. The end-consumers of our products are from European and Asian countries. At the present time we are planning to realize the export development program with African and Middle Eastern countries.

Under this program the company offers for export the following products:

- Infant milk formulas
- Baby cereals
- Baby purees
- Baby juices
- Baby biscuits
- Special baby water
- Special iodinated water
- Low Natrium drinking water
- Special water for teenagers
- Drinking water
- Special baby water
- Special iodinated water
- Low Natrium drinking water
- Special water for teenagers
- Drinking water

But what is more important, company “Econia” offers babies and their parents high quality products in compliance with the world standards.

Directions of partnership:

- Production and distribution of baby food, baby and drinking water;
- Production of Private Label products;

We guarantee:

- A broad assortment of baby food;
- A broad assortment of drinking bottled water;
- High production quality;
- Competitive prices;
- An inimitable concept of your TM with unique selection of brands;
- Unique design;
- Unique packaging;
- Quality logistics;
- Mobile and optimal delivery conditions;
- Flexible and loyal partnership conditions.

CONTACT DETAILS:

Plant on production of baby food and drinking water: 19700, Cherkasy region, Zolotonosha city, Shevchenka str, 24
tel: ................ +380 4737 2-16-37
fax: ................ +380 4737 2-16-38

The world chooses the products of company “Econia”, because we:

- Introduce innovative modern technologies in the production sphere.
- Are the first to create new special products and to open new niches on the markets.
- Develop unique recipes of baby food products.
- Offer new products, new tastes, innovative packaging.
- Control the quality of products on the level of the best European laboratories.
- Acknowledge the quality management under the highest international standards: ISO 22000, HACCP, ISO 9001, Halal, BRC.

International business department:

Yevgeniy Dolgov,
international business manager
e-mail: international@econia.com.ua
tel: ................ +380 67 214-89-52

Balabinskaya Yana,
international business manager
e-mail: international_sales@econia.com.ua
tel: ................ +380 67 504-94-84

Drapiata Marta,
head of international business department
e-mail: market@econia.com.ua
tel: ................ +380 67 225-70-73

Company “Econia” is interested in widening its export sales geography, building long-term, transparent and mutually beneficial business partnership with African and Middle Eastern countries.

CONTACT DETAILS: Plant on production of baby food and drinking water:

19700, Cherkasy region, Zolotonosha city, Shevchenka str, 24
tel: ................ +380 4737 2-16-37
fax: ................ +380 4737 2-16-38

Main office: 03067, Kyiv city,
Mashynobudivna str, 50k
tel/fax: ............ +380 44 351-17-62
tel/fax: ............ +380 44 456-39-16
Mill complex "Enlil" was founded in 2005 in Kharkiv, Ukraine.

Today, "Enlil" is one of the largest producers in the region and has established itself as a reliable partner to supply quality products both in Ukraine and abroad.

"Enlil" is the owner of the trademark "golden grain" under which produces a wide range of products.

Particular attention is paid to the selection of raw materials, and this is due to the exceptional quality of the finished product.

Mill complex "Enlil" produces flour exclusively from soft wheat, which is rich in nutrients and easily digested by the human organism. Flour recipe does not include any additives and enhancers, the finished product is completely natural."
A producer and exporter of grouts and flour the Ukrainian enterprise "JNL" welcomes you. Founded in 1992, our enterprise has formed trading and manufacturing traditions. We won the status of the reliable supplier not only among Ukrainian, but also among foreign buyers. PPTE "JNL" is a member of Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Ukraine and the Chernigov RCCI. It is also a member of All-Ukrainian public organization “Association of Payers of Taxes of Ukraine”, a member of regional association of the employers organizations “Sivershchina”, an associated member of the European Association of Business Development. The wide range of production and always high quality in compliance to the international standards form JNL company's geography of delivering goods. Our enterprise won reputation of the reliable supplier and business partner in world agro-sector. For more than 20 years history of cooperation with our clients, the geography of production’s delivery covers over 39 EU countries, the CIS, Asia, Africa, America, and also Australia, and extends to this day.

CONTACT DETAILS:
14014, Ukraine, Chernihiv,
57 Ivana Mazepy str.
web: .......... www.jnl.ua
tel: .......... +380 462 67-21-03
tel: .......... +380 462 67-21-04
tel/fax: ...... +380 462 67-21-01
e-mail: ...... trade1@jnl.ua
e-mail: ...... jnl@jnl.ua

PPTE “JNL” IS A MANUFACTURER AND EXPORTER of foodstuffs, groats, grains and legumes
The Company “Lasunka LTD.” is the leading Ukrainian producer of ice-cream, occupying during 19 years unchanging leading position at the market of ice-cream in Ukraine.

Production of the TM “Lasunka ice-cream” is a combination of the kept with care traditions with the front-rank technologies and modern tendencies in the world of production. For production of ice-cream is used the most modern imported and domestic equipment answering all world requirements and standards. The control of quality of ice-cream is carried in the laboratories equipped to the last word of technique. Activity of the Company “Lasunka”, and also high taste qualities of products, were repeatedly marked at international exhibitions and tasting competitions.

The “Lasunka Company” a long ago proved itself in Ukraine as a stable producer and the reliable partner.

The “Lasunka LTD.” offers the advantageous terms of collaboration for realization of ice-cream.

› Wide assortment satisfying tastes of your buyers.
› FREE granting of refrigeration equipment — firm refrigeration chests.
› Providing with publicity products: stickers, booklets, placards.
› Organization of loading and deliveries of commodity to storehouses of buyer or to the place of sale.
› Consultations and teaching on the questions of firm trade with our products.
› Flexible system of discounts for firm trade with our products.

More detailed information about our company can be obtained on our official site: www.lasunka.com

On the basis of foregoing, we address to you with suggestion of possible collaboration. For consideration of our offer we add all necessary documents and materials, and also invite you to visit our enterprise for the acquaintance and conducting of negotiations.
JSC "Monomakh" is one of the largest tea and coffee producers in Ukraine. We have been working at the tea and coffee market since 1991 and we can with certainty say that our products due to the permanent quality and stable prices gained its consumers both in Ukraine and in the countries of CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States).

We are proud of our tea and coffee factory which allows us to produce more than 500 tons of high-quality products per month.

We also take an active part in the development of such a new direction at the Ukrainian market as a production of goods under the private trade marks (Private Label). The progress made in this field is appreciated by National Prize "Private Label 2009" and "Private Label-2010" in the Nomination "Fair price", as well as "Private Label-2011" and "Private Label-2012" in the Nomination "Innovation of the year".

**FACTS ABOUT JSC MONOMAKH**

- The first tea packing company in Ukraine!
- 25 years’ experience.
- Annually Production capacity:
  - Tea — more than 6000 tons;
  - Coffee — more than 5000 tons
- The area of the industrial complex — 7500 m²
- Certified tea & coffee production laboratory.
- FSSC 22000 Certified Production
- Our teas are certified Rainforest Alliance
- Own brands production
- Private Label production
- Services: tea & coffee packing and green coffee roasting

**OUR INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS**

**WE WERE THE FIRST AND WE STILL REMAIN THE BEST!**

Contact details:
Komunalna str., 10
Velyka Dymerka, Brovary district,
Kyiv region, 07442, Ukraine
web: ........... www.monomakh.com.ua

- e-mail: ........ info@monomakh.com.ua
- e-mail: ........ pl@monomakh.com.ua
- tel: ............ +380 44 332-08-48
- tel: ............ +380 44 331-61-08

www.monomakh.com.ua
Joint-Stock Company
MILK WORD

Milk canning plant JSC «Milk Word», has been occupying one of the leading positions in production of condensed milk in Ukraine for nearly 60 years. Its history began in 1951 and now JSC «Milk Word» is one of the greatest milk canning plants of Ukraine. Besides the domestic market, its production is delivered to the neighboring countries and far abroad, particularly, to America, Canada, Israel, Moldova, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan.

«We can tell one definite thing about our production: we offer really high-quality condensed milk produced according to the classical technology. Condensed milk is produced from whole milk, while the products which contain vegetable fats are called «condensed products». So the consumers have a possibility to choose the exact product they need.

Today production of condensed milk is well-organized based on the strict quality control. This control begins not in the shops where milk is processed, boiled or packed. It begins on the fields, where the cows, which provide the raw materials for condensed milk, are grazed. This practice is justified, because high-quality condensed milk can be made only of high-quality unpasteurized milk. That is why our plant cooperates only with those dairy farms whose milk absolutely corresponds to all the necessary characteristics for production of condensed milk of the highest quality — GOST.

Technologies are improving right in front of your very eyes and the consumers, being aware of that, demand higher and higher quality requirements for production, however, without lowering the requirements for price policy. Therefore, to gain success at the market, the modern producers need to give more and more attention to quality control of the production. Healthy competition is gradually becoming, though not as quickly as it would be desirable, the main promotion stimulator. That means that perfect quality of any product simply becomes obligatory for stable position at the market.

CONTACT DETAILS:
Contact person: ....................... Vasyl Onopa
....................... Vladimir Mashkarenko

Ukraine 01133 Kyiv
31, Schorsa Str., of. 107/2
tel: ................ +380 98 327 59 29
....................... +380 67 470 79 67
fax: ................ +380 472 50 57 65
e-mail: ............. spover@mail.ru
....................... mvf007@mail.ru
web: ............. gorodokmilk.com.ua/en/
Nezhin canning factory is a well-known producer of canned vegetables in Ukraine. Enterprise offers a full production cycle, from growing vegetables to packing of finished products. The factory was founded in 1927. Original ancient recipes using natural spices are still the basis for production. The abiding traditional products form the basis for development of new products, taking into account the preferences of modern consumers. Only fresh Ukrainian vegetables, spices and natural preservatives as salt, acetic and lemon acid are used in the process of preparation for canning.

More than 1000 hectares of agricultural fields are under cultivation in the Nizhinsky Region, Chernihivska Oblast (Pereyaslovka Village). About 1,000 people are employed. The factory equipped with modern equipment from Hungary, Netherlands and Germany.

This year we bought fields with valid organic certificates for buckwheat cultivation, burrstone mill for obtaining different types of flour, mill for sunflower oil manufacturing and apiary for honey harvest for a new line of premium groceries Sewelia™ from Nezhin cannery.

We invite to cooperation importers, distributors and companies that are also interested in the production of products under their own brand names.
Limited Liability Company

POULTRY FACTORY PODILLYA

CONTACT DETAILS:

1 Obreivskoho str., village Stepanivka, Vinnitsa district, Vinnitsa region, P.C. 23255, Ukraine
tel/fax: +380 44 503-01-12
site: www.podillya.org

Anatoliy Ponomaryov
mob.: +380 67 240-94-54
skype: anatole_a_toi
e-mail: a.ponomariov@pfpk.com.ua

LLC "POULTRY FACTORY PODILLYA" is an important independent producer of fresh chicken eggs from Ukraine. Our factory is located in Vinnytsa region, in the heart of Ukraine.

For domestic and foreign consumers "POULTRY FACTORY PODILLYA" offers a wide range of chicken eggs (brown and white), which covers all price categories. For more info see, please: www.podillya.org

By the number of birds and eggs production "POULTRY FACTORY PODILLYA" sure it takes place in the top five leading manufacturers in Ukraine. We are ranked as 4th exporter of chicken eggs from Ukraine. In 2015 we produced over 200 Million of eggs, most part of them were exported to Iraq, UAE, Kenya, countries of Western Africa.

High quality agricultural products from own land as well as own feed mill give us an important advantage.

Being a reliable partner, we are looking for cooperation with new customers from any countries. We are ready to jointly develop on various forms the cooperation and partnership in accordance with the priorities and interests of your company.

Diamond Sphere Group, our group of companies, as well is managing agricultural companies.

We are harvesting wheat, corn, soybean, sunflower seeds, rapeseed. We can also supply you other agricultural products like vegetable oils (sunflower and soybean) and others.
“Skvyrskyi grain processing factory” Ltd. is one of the largest producers in Europe of high-quality dietary buckwheat flour, corn flour and oat groats for baby food; buckwheat groats; oat flakes; corn flakes; buckwheat flakes.

For many years, we have successfully exported our products to different CIS and European countries as well as many other countries all over the world.

Production line of our company consists of Bu- hler’s AG (Switzerland) equipment, in 2015 we also completed the modernization of oat and maize lines that allows us to produce products of the highest quality meeting all regulatory requirements of European Union and other countries.

High quality of our products is the result of permanent technology development and introduction in 2010 of the quality and safety computer-integrated control system as per ISO 9001:2009 and ISO 22000:2007 standards.

Nowadays “Skvyrskyi grain processing factory” Ltd. is supplying raw materials for production of baby food (milk/milk-free mixtures, creams, etc.) for such worldwide brands as “Nutricia”, “Nes- tle”, “Heinz”, “Nutriceal”, a number of European companies (“Droga Kolinska”, “Vivera”, “Bellakt” and others) and many Ukrainian companies.

For production of flour, cereals and flakes we use natural, that is free from GMO, buckwheat, oats and corn seeds, grown on fields without application of pesticides or any other chemicals under our control during all vegetation period.
Group of companies
UKRAGROCOM & HERMES-TRADING

CONTACT DETAILS:

UKRAGROCOM LLC
Ukraine, 28043, Kirovohrad region,
Holovkivka, 1, Zhovtneva str.,
tel/fax: +380 5235 6-27-21
e-mail: uac_office@ukr.net

HERMES-TRADING LLC
Ukraine, 01133, Kyiv, 32-B, Schorsa str.,
office 1020, floor #3,
tel: +380 44 220-04-40
fax: +380 44 220-04-44
e-mail: office@hermes-trading.com.ua

web: www.ukragrocom.com

Group of companies "UkrAgroCom" & "Hermes-Trading"—is a powerful integration of agricultural corporation with activities based on the application of new production and storage technologies.

Due to a balanced and confident management and a responsible attitude to the production process, proved by high rates in quality, yields and productivity, the company UkrAgroCom has placed itself in TOP-22 most powerful agricultural holdings in Ukraine, and the company "Hermes-Trading"—in TOP-20 largest domestic grain traders working closely with agricultural producers in most regions of Ukraine.

The companies of the group are members of such international and national organizations GAFTA, ACC, USUBC, ICC, Ukrainian grain association and other.

TRADING OPERATIONS
The company "Hermes-Trading" is a powerful operator of the domestic grain market and reliable partner of the farmers in most regions of Ukraine; During 2014–2015 marketing year export volume accounted to 500 thousand tons of grains and oilseeds.

A wide network of regional offices of the company "Hermes Trading", own powerful elevator infrastructure help the Group of Companies "UkrAgroCom" and "Hermes-Trading" manage smoothly grains procurement, bring grain to the condition, quality of which meets the requirements in all respects. The company "Hermes-Trading" buys and exports a full range of grains and oilseeds: wheat, barley, maize, sunflower, rapeseed, soybeans, peas.

CROP PRODUCTION
Enterprises of the group of companies "UkrAgroCom" process 75 000 ha of arable land in Oleksandriyskiy, Petrivskyi, Znamianskyi, Svitlovodskyi and Novoukrainskyi districts of Kirovohradska region as well as Piatyhatskyi district of Dnipropetivska region. The group specializes in growing wheat, barley, maize, sunflower, canola, peas, sugar beets and other cultures.

The company’s strategy is aimed at efficient use of arable land considering climatic specialties of the area and crops, with special emphasis on the quality of cultivation and soil enrichment.

From year to year the use of highly productive equipment by John Deere, Case, Claas, Ropa and other, in conjunction with advanced farming technologies, allow to get high yields far exceeding average indicators in the country.

ELEVATORS STORAGE
The group of companies "UkrAgroCom" and "Hermes-Trading" owns and operates the following elevators: Svitlovodsk River Terminal, Sharvskyi elevator, “HPP Dobronadiivske”, “Korolivske HPP” and the elevator “UkrAgroCom”, the total storage capacity of which accounts for 353 thousand tons of grain.

Using the most modern equipment of known foreign and domestic manufacturers and technologies of improvement and storage of grain gives businesses the ability to accept agricultural products of different quality and humidity and bring it to the conditions that satisfy export, which guarantees the export of grains and oilseeds up to world standards.

LIVESTOCK FARMING AND SUGAR PROCESSING
Livestock farming sector of the Group includes the production of pork, beef and milk.

In 2012–2013 the company realized the first in Ukraine dairy complex with innovative project solutions—"Petrykivske Moloko". The project has become unique not only with its innovative technologies (which were previously used only in several business segments) but in that there is going to be the biggest amount of holstein cattle at one production site in Ukraine—5 000 heads, 2 400 of which will be dairy cows.

There are 11 500 pigs in the farms, among which—931 sows. There were 17 333 piglets born in 2012.

Oleksandriyskiy Sugar Plant LLC is one of the five best plants in Ukraine, specializing in production of sugar from sugar beets. The plant has never stopped its work since 1961, when it was commissioned with a design processing capacity of 2 500 tons of beets per day.

OPEN FOR BUSINESS AND NEW PARTNERS.
“Ukr-Agro-Product” LLC belongs to the agricultural holding engaged in different directions of activity, namely producing and exporting wheat flour, different types of cereals flakes, semolina, and wheat bran. Our business structure has been existing in the market since 2000 and during that time, it is one of the biggest producer and seller of wheat flour both in the Ukrainian market and all over the World.

The quality of our products, supply reliability and professionalism has earned us a perfect reputation and a trust of our partners.

Our company sales market includes Palestine, Israel, Georgia, UAE, China, North Korea, South African Republic, Lebanon, Angola, Peru, Oman, EU, Turkey and others.

«Ukr-Agro-Product» complex includes the largest elevators and grain processing mills of Ukraine, such as DPZKU “Novoukrainskiy bread-making complex”, PJSC «Pererobnik», SC “DP Agroservice 2000” (CJSC «Zaporizhia-Mlyn»).

SC “DP Agroservice 2000” (CJSC «Zaporizhia-Mlyn», FSSC 22000 certification) SC “DP Agroservice 2000” was created in 2000. Optimal geographic location of the enterprise, the relative proximity to port elevators (in Berdyansk, Kherson), developed network of road and rail connections, as well as the favorable price offers for elevator services allow importers and exporters of grains and oilseeds to use the company as an accumulating tank. The mill elevator capacity of the mill is 36 thousand tons.

PJSC “Pererobnik” PJSC “Pererobnik” is one of the largest enterprises of Dnepropetrovsk region on agricultural products processing! The company facilities include a mill complex, an elevator and a feed mill. Elevator capacity is 47.5 thousand tons. For the present moment, the mill complex has the following characteristics: milling capacity — 240 tons of wheat flour per day, packing capacity (in 25/50 kg bags) — 210 tons of wheat flour per day, loading capacity (to 20ft containers) — 192 tons per day. There are two warehouses to store flour packed in 50 kg bags. Storage capacity is 2500 tons and 1950 tons respectively.

Novoukrainskiy bread making complex (ISO 9001:2008 certification) Novoukrainskiy bread making complex — one of the leading grain-processing industry Ukraine has deep historical roots. It was founded in 1894. The company facilities include a groats plant, an elevator and a feed mill. In 1999, the groats plant was re-equipped into a workshop for producing ready-made dry breakfast using German company “HANNE” technologies. In 2000 — the commercial production of buckwheat was commenced. So now the groats range is more than 20 types. Cereal flakes — such as oat, rye, wheat, barley, buckwheat, cereals mixture of Extra grade, various types of muesli. The working grain capacity of Novoukrainskiy bread making complex is 139.6 thousand tons, including elevator capacity — 76.1 thousand tons, warehouse capacity — 63.5 thousand tons. Processing capacity of groats plants is 30.5 thousand tons per a year, 190 tons per a day; processing capacity of the feed mill — 96 thousand tons per a year, 315 tons per a day. Each year, among the most famous domestic brands cereals, Novoukrainskiy bread making complex protect the honor of Ukraine at prestigious international exhibitions, such as World Food 2014, World Food 2015.

CONTACT DETAILS:

Lenina ave., 137, Zaporizhzhia city, 69035, Ukraine
web: ........... www.ukragro.com.ua
web: ........... www.novoukrainka.com.ua

Contact person: Mrs. Elena Fesenko
Chief of Foreign activity department
mob: .......... +380 95 23-23-414
email: ........ e.fesenko@ukragro.info
skype: ......... el.fesenko

Novoukrainskiy bread making complex
(ISO 9001:2008 certification)
Novoukrainskiy bread making complex — one of the leading grain-processing industry Ukraine has deep historical roots. It was founded in 1894. The company facilities include a groats plant, an elevator and a feed mill. In 1999, the groats plant was re-equipped into a workshop for producing ready-made dry breakfast using German company “HANNE” technologies. In 2000 — the commercial production of buckwheat was commenced. So now the groats range is more than 20 types. Cereal flakes — such as oat, rye, wheat, barley, buckwheat, cereals mixture of Extra grade, various types of muesli. The working grain capacity of Novoukrainskiy bread making complex is 139.6 thousand tons, including elevator capacity — 76.1 thousand tons, warehouse capacity — 63.5 thousand tons. Processing capacity of groats plants is 30.5 thousand tons per a year, 190 tons per a day; processing capacity of the feed mill — 96 thousand tons per a year, 315 tons per a day. Each year, among the most famous domestic brands cereals, Novoukrainskiy bread making complex protect the honor of Ukraine at prestigious international exhibitions, such as World Food 2014, World Food 2015.
Ukrproduct Group is one of the leading producers and distributors of high quality dairy products and kvass in Ukraine and abroad with an over 17-year experience. Being the first public company in Ukraine with listing on London Stock Exchange, we can offer you more than our products.

The backbone of our business comprises four dairy manufacturing plants with a total annual integrated capacity of approximately 70,000 tons of dairy products, and one kvass manufacturing plant. All these enterprises are certified according to ISO 9001, ISO 22000 and FSSC standards. Each stage of the Group production process is closely monitored that guarantees a high level of product quality — from raw materials to final goods. Additionally Ukrproduct Group production facilities have been Halal certified. Both the production process and the final products are free from use of forbidden and potentially harmful additives which has been proved by the audit of the company "Zandak-Halal Ukraine".

GOODS MANUFACTURED BY UKRPRODUCT ARE DIVIDED INTO TWO MAJOR PRODUCT GROUPS:

CONSUMER PRODUCTS: These include packaged butter, blended butter, processed cheese and product, hard cheese and kvass. The products within this range are supplied to wholesalers and retail customers throughout Ukraine and abroad. Both branded products and dairy products under Private Label of retail chains are produced at Ukrproduct plants. The product range is wide reflecting different consumer tastes. It includes brands of all segments: premium, middle and mass market.

The company is a market leader in processed cheese and one of the top-5 companies producing butter and spreads, as well as one of the top-3 producers of kvass.

Industrial dairy products: These include skimmed & full-cream milk powder, whey powder, cheeses and bulk butter and spread.

The Group is a certified supplier to international companies — such as Nestle, Mondelez, Danone, Wimm-Bill-Dann and others.
Group of companies

VOLOSHKOVE POLE

CONTACT DETAILS:
04071, Ukraine, Kyiv,
60 B, Verkhnii Val Str.
web: .......... dairyvp.com.ua
PJSC Khmelnytska maslosyrbaza
JSC Pervomaiskij IWC
JSC Voloshkove Pole IWC

Our home is Ukraine, where “Voloshkove Pole” dairy company have been engaged in dairy husbandry and run dairy farming for several decades. We have formed our experience on the legacy of hundreds of farmers who had converted Ukraine into a country with a developed industry of dairy products. Our own network of farming enterprises and milk collection points enable to monitor the quality of raw milk at all stages of production, starting from a cow. We are working for you to be your reliable partner in dairy business.

High quality standards and consummate taste of dairy products of Voloshkove Pole Dairy Company are confirmed by numerous awards of Ukrainian and international contests. Our products are certified by international quality standards ISO 9001:2008, ISO 22000:2005, HACCP Codex Alimentarius (SGS Certificate), Halal, Kosher, and are free from preservatives and GMO, FDA certificated.

BUTTER AND BLENDED BUTTER
“Voloshkove Pole” dairy company is in the top five largest producers of butter in Ukraine. Our butter is manufactured of natural cream. New, technologically equipped, modern manufacturing lines, as well as the knowledge and skillful hands of highly trained process engineers provide consistently high quality of butter of our trademarks.

Blended butter produced by “Voloshkove Pole” are a special combination of milk and vegetable fat and have homogeneous, silky texture and delicate, creamy flavor.

CHEESE AND CHEESE ANALOGUES
Cheese and cheese analogues of «Voloshkove Pole» dairy company carry on cheese-making traditions, they are made of natural, environmentally friendly materials. To taste pasteurized “Kniazhyy” cheese made of the milk of the cows, having green grass in their daily diet of, is to taste a piece of the miracle. Its taste can be compared with the taste of childhood, which has the aroma of fresh baked milk. Cheese and cheese analogs of “Voloshkove Pole” dairy company are always "in the house where love lives”.

CONDENSED MILK.
To produce condensed milk of “Voloshkove Pole” dairy company, we use only natural milk and sugar. Over the years our products have consistently received an "excellent" mark during the external quality expertise and have been the with highest quality standards on Ukrainian market. Our condensed milk is the BEST not only due to its wonderful taste, but also because of the absence of preservatives and other unwholesome additives.

OUR BENEFITS:
• Production technologies based on the use of live lactic acid bacteria, vitamins and natural supplements.
• Our technologies enable to produce products of different fat status and packing formats, as required by customers, including private label. The possibility to manufacture the product under according to individual formulation.
• The product quality is also monitored by the State research and development centers for standardization, metrology and certification, confirming “Free from GMO” marking.

Contact person:
Natalia Vovk, Head of export department
tel: ................ +380 67 517-77-40
tel: ................ +380 44 428-73-47
e-mail: .......... nataliya.vovk@gmail.com

PJSC Khmelnytska maslosyrbaza
www.msb.km.ua/en
JSC Pervomaiskij IWC
www.pmkkmilk.com.ua
JSC Voloshkove Pole IWC
History of the company dates back to 1930. At that time the company was named «Kievkau-
chuk». In 1931 the plant was admitted to the system of Rubber Production Industry of the People’s Commissariat of Heavy Industry and was named the «Krasniy Rezinskiy».

In 1994 the company was reorganized in «Kievguma» JSC, and in 2008 was renamed to «Kievguma» LLC. In 2013, the company carried out the transfer of production capacities from Kyiv to the production site located at Brovary.

Today «Kievguma» LLC occupies a leading position on the market of rubber products in Ukraine. «Kievguma» produces more than 2.5 thousand types of products of rubber, latex, PVC, TPE and silicone, which are widely used in: medicine and pharmaceuticals, industry, farming, oil and gas sector, construction, machine engineering and many other industries.

The products of «Kievguma» are supplied to all regions of Ukraine and abroad.

«Kievguma» is the company of full cycle. The area of production and warehouse space is more than 20 thousand square meters. The main production includes 4 production facilities, the area of tooling production, the design-and-engineering department and accredited laboratory. The production is equipped with high-precision equipment of European level manufacturers of Germany, Italy, Korea, Taiwan as well as domestic production, that allows us to provide all services in rubber manufacturing and silicone products ranging starting from the development of the mixture design and tooling design—up to manufacturing them. The production of «KIEVGUMA» LLC complies with international quality standards and has the conformity certificates of TUV SUD ISO9001 and TÜV Austria EN ISO 13485.
“Contrtrust®” developer and manufacturer Patents No.61544, No.i 2007 0104, UA01-IK/511, DSTU4372:2005

Contrtrust® is a universal environmentally friendly plant-based anticorrosion agent
› turns rust to pure metal;
› universal remedy with preservative properties, substitutes primer layers, forms anti-corrosion film, prevents repeated corrosion;
› applied in a convenient way on a minimum prepared surfaces, doesn’t need additional removing and equipment;
› free of poisonous elements (lead, zinc chromate, phosphatic acids etc.), brings no damage to surface;
› produced using “instant coffee” method and used under extreme, field, manufacturing conditions, on mobile objects, including ballast tanks without ship stopping at dock;
› meant for steel and reinforced concrete insulation;
› excludes sandblasting, surface etching to the maximum extent, where it is not reasonable or is not of economic benefit.

SCOPE OF APPLICATION
› Machine-, ship repair facilities and ship-builder, car service centres
› Rolled stock consumers,
› Drilling and oil refining sector
› Defence industry
› Housing and utilities sector

CURRENT TASKS
› Metal structure capital repair
› Corrosion protection
› Corrosion protection in ballast tanks without floating craft stop
› Main gas pipeline prevention and repair

Demonstrative example of metal structure processing on ballast tank of “ANDOR” bulk carrier with Contrtrust® converter

“ANDOR” bulk carrier, registration port BASSETERRE IMO 8230285
LLC "Aqua Cosmetics Group"—one of the largest Ukrainian companies of the production and sale funds for baths and showers, which was the first in Ukraine since 1999 who began producing natural sea salt. Today, we produce a wide range of cosmetics. We produce high quality, original and demand on the market of products.

WE PRODUCE THE FOLLOWING:
1. Natural sea salt for bath (Dr. Salt™, Gelana™)
2. Baby sea salt for bath (Dochki & Synochki™)
3. The instant effervescent series for bathing (Geyser™)
4. Liquid soaps, shower gels, body scrubs (Vital Charm™)
5. Intimate gel (Vital Charm™)
6. Glycerin handmade soap (Flossy™)
7. Wet wipes (Vital Charm™)
8. Baby’s wipes (Dochki & Synochki™)
9. Antibacterial gels (Vital Charm™)
10. Nail polish remover (Vital Charm™)
11. Sea salt food (Salt Way™)
12. Dishwashing liquid
13. Liquid laundry detergent

WE ARE READY TO PRODUCE FOR YOU THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS:
- Liquid soap
- Shower Gel
- Foam salt for bath
- Bath salts
- Glycerin soap
- Wet wipes
- Cream-soap
- Bath bombs
- Herbal gels

WE PERFORM A COMPLETE CYCLE OF PRODUCTION:
1. Formulation
2. The certificates and hygienic conclusions
3. Production

We are ready to perform for you to order any difficulty picking up for this high-quality raw materials. Our technology experts have developed products as satisfying the desire of the consumer and allows the customer to get the estimated rate of profit from the sale of this product.

WE OFFER YOU:
- Famous Brands
- High-quality, popular products at competitive prices
- Regular updating of assortment
- The system of discounts and bonuses for company-distributor
- Marketing support in promoting our products (stocks, booklets, presenters)

Production facilities are located in the Kiev region. The factory is equipped with modern high-tech equipment and the gradual control of the entire production cycle.

MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.AQUACOSMETICS.COM.UA

We are confident that our face is a reliable and competent partner for your business, are also willing to consider your counter-offer.

CONTACT DETAILS:
Nadia Bevz
Manager of foreign economic activities
LLC "Aqua Cosmetics Group"
Ukraine, Kyiv area, Vasilikiv
Volodymyrskaya str., 92
tel/fax: .......... +380 4571 62-3-90
.............................................+ 380 67 240-11-94 (95, 96)
mob: .......... +380 67 509-80-27
e-mail: ........ bevz.n@aqua-cg.com.ua
e-mail: ........ nadia_bevz@yahoo.com
web: ............. www.aquacosmetics.com.ua
PJSC SIC “Borshchahivskiy CPP” is innovative pharmaceutical enterprise of European level that successfully combines the scientific potential and high-tech modern production in a single effective complex; manufactures the products under the international quality standards; reliable partner that clearly fulfills the obligations and acts on the principles of mutually advantageous cooperation.

PJSC SIC “Borshchahivskiy CPP” is the first pharmaceutical plant in Ukraine that has fully implemented the European standards in quality (GMP, ISO 9001), distribution (GDP), environmental management (ISO 14001), energy management (ISO 50001), Occupational Health and Safety (OHSAS 18001), and also social accountability (SA 8000).

The company has balanced product portfolio: medicinal products (more than 100 items), veterinary medications, dietary/food supplements, disinfectants; occupies one of the leading positions in terms of production and sales volumes of finished dosage forms among Ukrainian manufacturers; manufactures the products of different price groups and is socially oriented.

**PRODUCT PORTFOLIO**
- Tablets
- Capsules
- Syrup, suspensions
- Ointments, Gels, Liniments
- Extracts
- Granules
- Powder for Injections
- Solutions for injections
- Powders
- Lyophilized powders

**MARKETS**
- Latvia
- Lithuania
- Croatia
- Bosnia and Herzegovina
- Serbia
- Vietnam
- USA
- Iraq
- Uzbekistan
- Belarus
- Georgia
- Azerbaijan
- Moldova
- Kazakhstan
- Russia
- Tajikistan
- Turkmenistan
- Kyrgyzstan
- Armenia

CONTACT DETAILS:
17 Myru str., Kyiv, Ukraine, 03680
tel/fax: +380 44 406-03-20
e-mail: ved@bhfz.com.ua
web: www.bcpp.com.ua
ABOUT "INDAR"

PjSC “INDAR” — leading producer of genetically engineered insulins in Ukraine. Products are manufactured in accordance with GMP. Modern technological site infrastructure, efficient manufacturing processes allow achieving the maximum purity of insulin substance and highest product quality.

MISSION

Being a partner of global healthcare system "INDAR" strives to ensure long life of proper quality for millions of people who suffer from chronic and socially significant diseases.

4 KEY FACTS ABOUT "INDAR"

LOCATION: Kyiv, Ukraine

FOUNDATION: June 21, 1999

EXPERIENCE: R&D and medication manufacturing, including full technological cycle of genetically engineered insulin production from API to finished dosage forms.

COOPERATION: Quality of the products is trusted by the patients and partners from Ukraine, Moldova, Kazakhstan, Russian Federation, Federative Republic of Brazil, Syrian Arab Republic, Yemen Republic, Tajikistan, Georgia and other countries.

PRODUCT LINE

Recombinant human short-acting insulin:
HUMODAR® R100R
› Solution for injection in 3 ml cartridges № 5 (100 IU/ml)
› Solution for injection in 10 ml vials № 1, in 5 ml vials № 1 (100 IU/ml)

Intermediate acting insulin:
HUMODAR® B100R
› Suspension for injection in 3 ml cartridges № 5 (100 IU/ml)
› Suspension for injection in 10 ml vials № 1, in 5 ml vials № 1 (100 IU/ml)

Combination insulin:
HUMODAR® C25 100R
› Suspension for injection in 3 ml cartridges № 5 (100 IU/ml)
› Suspension for injection in 10 ml vials № 1, in 5 ml vials № 1 (100 IU/ml)

Antidotes:
PROTAMINE SULFATE
› Solution for injection in 10 ml vials № 5, № 10 (1000 IU/ml)

Metabolism products:
THIOCTODAR
› Solution for injection thiocic (α-lipoic) acid 300 mg in 10 ml vials № 5, № 10

Antithrombotic products:
HEPARIN-INDAR
› Solution for injection in 5 ml vials № 1, № 5 (5000 IU/ml)

Insulin administration devices:
PEN INJECTOR FOR INSULIN id Pen
› Reusable pen for insulin cartridges id Pen specially developed for insulin cartridges produced by Indar.
› id Pen can administer insulin doses from 1 to 60 IU in increments of one IU each.

CONTACT DETAILS:
5 Zroshuvalna Str., Kyiv, 02099, Ukraine
tel: +380 44 566-36-01
e-mail: info@indar.com.ua
web: www.indar.com.ua
LEADING UKRAINIAN PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURER
LEKHIM JSC

CONTACT DETAILS:
23 Shota Rustaveli Street,
Kyiv, 01033, Ukraine
tel: +380 44 246-63-12
fax: +380 44 246-63-07

e-mail: o.pechaeva@lekhim.ua
e-mail: bespalyy@lekhim.ua
web: www.lekhim.ua

Group of pharmaceutical companies LEKHIM was founded in 1992 and consists of two manufacturing sites, managing head office in Kiev and retail chain around the country.

Two manufacturing sites JSC Technolog and JSC Lekhim-Kharkov are GMP Certified by Ukrainian State Drug Authorities.

LEKHIM offers a broad portfolio of approximately high-quality 150 finished formulations, which ranges from standard generics to complex value-added products. We feel it is important to provide our customers with a diverse product range and breadth in selection, allowing for a true “one stop shop” experience. Our generic products range in complexity from oral solids (pellets, capsules, granules, coated & non-coated tablets), suppositories, oral solutions to complex injectables. We are also a leading Ukrainian provider and producer of essential anti-infective medicines, predominantly antibiotics, while other key product groups include cardiovascular medicines, treatments for central nervous system disorders, gastrointestinal medicines, formulations for treatment of tuberculosis and AIDS, antihistamines, analgesics, antiviral, antifungal, anti-inflammatory, antipsychotic, gynaecological, urological and respiratory therapies, as well as wide spectrum of vitamins.

LEKHIM has been partnering healthcare globally in over 110 countries and in markets as diverse as Africa, Middle East, Asia, Europe and America.

With a history of more than 20 years, LEKHIM is a trusted leader with a reputation for exceptional quality. Our strategic and customer-focused approach to developing, producing, contract manufacturing and marketing high-quality affordable medicines has successfully made us one of the most respected generics companies in Ukraine and outside the country. It is through this commitment that we constantly strive to innovate, improve and increase the availability of cost-efficient generic medicines to the global market.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION
CONTRACT MANUFACTURING
MARKETING
DISTRIBUTION

WE ARE LOOKING FOR NEW PARTNERS AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS!
BROVARY ALUMINIUM PLANT

CONTACT DETAILS:

Brovary Aluminium Plant (BRAZ) was founded in Ukraine in the early 70s as the first strategically important enterprise focused on production of anodized aluminium profile.

After successful modernization of the manufacture the range of products, continuously, increased and now we have more than 8500 items of aluminium profiles of various directions and configurations with a cross section of 0.5 cm² and 32 cm², with a minimum wall thickness of 0.7 mm.

BRAZ — ecological and non-waste production enterprise with the following manufacturing cycles: casting, extrusion, die manufacturing and selection, coating, anodizing, abrasive processing and the profile mechanical processing workshop.

Products meet Ukrainian and European norms and standards of production (quality is certified with Ukrainian GOST and certificate DSTU ISO 9001:2009 (ISO 9001:2008, IDT)).

The aluminium profile is used in construction, engineering, aircraft engineering, railway carriage manufacturing, heat and electrical engineering, space industry, household sector etc.

Currently Brovary Aluminium Plant is an absolute leader in terms of production in Ukraine. Our products are recognized in Ukraine, Europe, America, the CIS countries and middle East countries

Our mission — to provide for our consumers high-quality aluminium products, regardless of the level of complexity, of the product and the customer’s location, using many years of experience to solve complex problems and the implementation of existing opportunities, seeking to take a leading position in its industry.

We conduct our business on the basis of an efficient and environmentally friendly production, using innovation and focusing on the world experience.

CONTACT DETAILS:

07400, Ukraine, Kyiv region,
Brovary, blvd. Independence 30

tel: ................ +380 44 579-90-18

tel: ................ +380 44 579-90-52

tel: ................ +380 44 579-90-45

e-mail: ...... sales@braz.industries

web: .......... www.braz-industries.com

Standard configuration profiles:

- Electrotechnical strip
- Tube (round, square, rectangular, three edged, eight edged, oval, special)
- L-profile (equilateral, versatile)
- Rod (round, square, hexahedral)
- Other profiles (T-profile, Z-profile, I-profile, U-profile, flanged U-profile)

And more than 7,000 custom configuration profiles:

- Profile for electrical equipment
- Translucent structures
- Profile for decorative works
- Construction profile
- profile for suspended ceilings
- furniture profile
- specialized profiles
- trade and exhibition systems
- Profiles for advertising constructions

And more than 7,000 custom configuration profiles:

- Profile for electrical equipment
- Translucent structures
- Profile for decorative works
- Construction profile
- profile for suspended ceilings
- furniture profile
- specialized profiles
- trade and exhibition systems
- Profiles for advertising constructions

And more than 7,000 custom configuration profiles:

- Profile for electrical equipment
- Translucent structures
- Profile for decorative works
- Construction profile
- profile for suspended ceilings
- furniture profile
- specialized profiles
- trade and exhibition systems
- Profiles for advertising constructions

And more than 7,000 custom configuration profiles:

- Profile for electrical equipment
- Translucent structures
- Profile for decorative works
- Construction profile
- profile for suspended ceilings
- furniture profile
- specialized profiles
- trade and exhibition systems
- Profiles for advertising constructions

And more than 7,000 custom configuration profiles:

- Profile for electrical equipment
- Translucent structures
- Profile for decorative works
- Construction profile
- profile for suspended ceilings
- furniture profile
- specialized profiles
- trade and exhibition systems
- Profiles for advertising constructions

And more than 7,000 custom configuration profiles:

- Profile for electrical equipment
- Translucent structures
- Profile for decorative works
- Construction profile
- profile for suspended ceilings
- furniture profile
- specialized profiles
- trade and exhibition systems
- Profiles for advertising constructions

And more than 7,000 custom configuration profiles:

- Profile for electrical equipment
- Translucent structures
- Profile for decorative works
- Construction profile
- profile for suspended ceilings
- furniture profile
- specialized profiles
- trade and exhibition systems
- Profiles for advertising constructions

And more than 7,000 custom configuration profiles:

- Profile for electrical equipment
- Translucent structures
- Profile for decorative works
- Construction profile
- profile for suspended ceilings
- furniture profile
- specialized profiles
- trade and exhibition systems
- Profiles for advertising constructions
Electroprivod Ltd. was founded and operates with the purpose to satisfy humankind needs for industrial development. Just like now, people will always require effective machines mining ores, making steel, cement, electricity plastics, building homes and transport loads. Our team ensures effective operation of these industrial machines and mechanism. We design, produce and modernize electric drive systems for industrial machinery ensuring efficient work of crane drives. Completing expeditions all over the globe, our team has truly become “driving force” of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Electroprivod designs, produces and supplies Industrial Drive Systems of IDS, DTS, ETS series, which are required in 7 fields of manufacture.

IDS (Industrial Drive Systems) is a set of electromechanical systems that ensures the fulfillment of technological operations by industrial machines within set-up parameters in specified mode over a complete cycle throughout service life.

IDS can be installed on: overhead, gantry, tower, portal cranes.

DTS (Direct Technical Systems) is a directional technical systems designed for machinery installed on plants in the range of five industries where direct current drives work in very heavy duty class.

ETS (Engineering Technological Systems) is a technological systems aimed to ensure operation of machinery.

In addition, we perform 2 types of modernization and 2 types of major overhauls of cranes and technological units, using Industrial Drive Systems of IDS, DTS series.

With 19 years of work experience, own manufacturing facilities, Research & Development center, Electroprivod Company has all the necessary to perform quickly and efficiently engineering and working projects, and to produce different series of drive systems with their further installation in course of works on drive systems modernizations and repairs.

Currently, our Company operates in the range of seven industries:

- metallurgy;
- mining and ore-processing industry;
- heavy-engineering;
- industrial construction;
- transport infrastructure;
- energy;
- chemical industry.

In 2014, engineers and electromechanical personnel of the Company finished designing complete drives of DTS series, made for technological units working in heavy duty operational mode (A8). DTS series enables accurate depth and rotary speed control, improved mounting characteristics and low energy consumption. On 2015, it is scheduled test and supply of DTS complete drives.

**CONTACT DETAILS:**

34 Trolleybusna Street
69008, Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine

tel: .............. +380 61 224-60-17
mob: ............ +37 257-220-379
e-mail: .......... goelprivod1996@gmail.com
Enterprise LLC "Elektrostal" was founded in 2004 year in town Kurakhovo, Donetsk region, Ukraine. In 2008, after some years of plant building, the first melting was produced. That laid the foundations of successful plant operation.

The advanced equipment of the famous foreign producers is used for production process with application of innovative technologies.

The steel melting is carried out in the electric arc furnace of 50 tones capacity with electric bottom tapping and slag draining and without slag pots using.

Secondary metallurgy is produced at the 50-tones ladle-furnace. This mounting enables to produce the metal with chemical composition in a tight range of values.

The cast steel billets are produced at the S-type continuous casting machine.

The planned capacity of the steelmaking is more than 500,000 mt/year of the continuous casting billet with the following square section range 120×120; 125×125; 130×130; 135×135; 150×150 of different steel grades.
Firm "Relayexport" Ltd. has supplied electrical and mechanical equipment and spares for it during more than 25 years.

We provide repairing, modernization and retrofitting of equipment at the customer site, including erection and commissioning, supervision and service of equipment. Our specialists can inspect existing equipment, prepare and fulfill projects for its renovation at least up to original specification level and it saves time and money.

We supply equipment and spares from original equipment manufacturers (OEM) only.

Our major customers are nuclear, thermal, hydro power plants, steel plants, machine-building enterprises (machine works).

We are interested in establishing mutually beneficial cooperation with plants, which were built with the former USSR assistance, and/or their business partners.

We are ready to meet the main requirements of steel and power plants from Africa and Middle East region especially like pointed below.

List of enterprises equipped with the former USSR and CIS countries equipment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALGERIA</td>
<td>Jijel TPS; Annaba-3 TPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGOLA</td>
<td>Capanda HPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGYPT</td>
<td>Suez TPS; Helwan Steel Plant; Aswan HPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOROCCO</td>
<td>«Jerada» TPS; Mansur Eddahby HPP; Ait-Adele HPP; Mullei Iussef HPP; «Al Vahda» HPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIGERIA</td>
<td>Ajoakuta TPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHIOPIA</td>
<td>Tis-Abbay HPP; Malka Vakana HPP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our experience shows, the greatest demand is for following equipment, spares and services:

- Steam turbines and boilers;
- Pumps and compressors;
- Substations, power and measurement transformers, electric generators and motors, excitation systems, high-voltage circuit breakers and switchgears (with retrofit possibility, including EC produced), contactors, relays;
- Cables and wires;
- Presses, machine tools (including CNC and hydraulic system modernization);
- Forgings and castings (machined and rough);
- Metallurgical equipment.
PJSC "Kremenchug Wheel Plant" is an enterprise specializing in the manufacturing of steel wheels for the motor vehicles and agricultural machines. Its production has Ukrainian and Russian certificates of conformity. The quality management system has been implemented according to the requirements of ISO/TS-16949 standard. The production range exceeds 800 units and is exported worldwide. PJSC "Kremenchug Wheel Plant" is a full member of European Tyre and Rim Technical Organisation (ETRTO) and Association of European Wheel Manufacturers (EUWA).

CONTACT DETAILS:
Vladimir Barahtyanskiy
Marketing & Sales Deputy General Director – Member of the Board

Proyizd Yaroslavsky, 8
Kremenchuk,
Poltava Region, 39611, Ukraine
tel: ................ +380 536 76-43-97
e-mail: ........ krkz@wheels.com.ua
web: ............. www.wheels.com.ua
PJSC Kyiv Central Design Bureau of Valves is an engineering and production machine building company, developing and manufacturing valves for the nuclear and thermal power stations, oil-and-gas, chemical industry and aerospace complex.

Modern engineering center, high quality production facilities and own testing base enables the Company to operate under the closed-loop cycle from customer technical assignment to “design-manufacturing -testing -delivery to the customer-maintaining and servicing” of the products within the shortest period of time.

The main areas of the Companies’ operation are:
- development and production of pipeline valves required for nuclear power plants safety systems.
- development and production of small-sized pneumohydraulic units for different space and aviation machinery.
- development and production of pipeline valves for oil, gas and chemical industries, main and local water supply systems, ventilation systems.
- technical control, diagnostics and qualification testing of equipment for nuclear power plants and other critical objects on the basis of diagnostic equipment and special bench testing units.

To ensure its high quality production PJSC KCDBV has:
- certified quality management system in accordance to the ISO 9001:2008 standard;
- highly qualified engineering and manufacturing personnel;
- modern production capacities;
- testing center;
- central control laboratory.

The company was founded in 1954. Since then its products are installed and successfully operated at all the Ukrainian NPPs, and also NPPs of Russian Federation, Belarus, Hungary, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, People’s Republic of China, Iran, India, etc. KCDBV has extensive experience in designing pneumatic valves which successfully served in various systems of orbital space stations “Salut” & “MIR”, spacecrafts “Soyuz”, “Progress”, automatic interplanetary stations vehicles “Venera”, “Vega”, “Fobos”, “Astron” and other spacecrafts. Nowadays KCDBV develops and supplies valves and special units for aircrafts types AN (Antonov)–70, AN–140, AN–38, AN–148 and other.
PJSC Kyiv Radar Plant was established in 1930. It is one of the leading enterprises of Ukraine specializing in manufacture of modern radio-electronic and radar equipment for airplanes and helicopters. The main product lines of these activities are:

**Airborne meteo-navigation radar station “BURAN-A”**

In various modification it is installed on AN-140, AN-148, AN-38, AN-74TK-300, IL-114, BE-200 aircrafts.  
**Functionality:** to ferret out dangerous thunder-storm activity, ground plane scanning for pin-points detection to perform pilot & nav missions.

**Inertial semiactive homing head 9B1101K**

Is the list of air-launched messile equipment for air-to-air type R27R1 and used as integrated ordnance packing for MIG-29, SU-27 aircrafts.  
**Functionality:** target lock-on at the altitude range 0.02–25 km with maximum exceeding (reducing) 10 km subject to target speed up to 3500 km/h and g factor 8; target lock-on range with electronic paramagnetic resonance — 3 sq.m — 25 km; time of inertial targeting with radio correction under the maximum distance out of carrier up to 25 km — 30s; simultaneous two messiles launch at two targets; messile control in the inertial zone upon self-direction mode; operational readiness in 2 s elapsed since target lock-on by the control system of the carrier type MIG-29, SU-27.

**Airborne integrated navigation-landing system “KURS-93M”**

By its technical and operational characteristics fully corresponds to the ICAO requirements. The equipment is installed on AN-140, AN-148, MIG-29 aircrafts, MI-8 helicopters and others.  
**Functionality:** it provides for aircraft flights navigation with VOR system radio beacons, prelanding maneuvers and approach landing by ILS and SP-50 radio beacons; marker radio beacons flyby signaling. The system is comprised of radio receiving unit RRU and console box CB.

**Sighting-navigation system PNS24M**

**Functionality:** it is installed in SU-24M aircraft and under any complexity degree weather conditions supports autoflight as per preset and on-line check-points with pointing data adjustment option; target detection and targeting of all airborne weapons onto the ground communications (both hidden and uncovered) air and water surface targets, safe flyby at the altitudes from 50 m to 600 m both under autoflight anf semi-autoflight mode.

**“OSMINOG E” target location and pointing system**

**Functionality:** it is installed in naval KA-28 helicopters to target location, tracking, data transfer into the system hit control for surfaced, submerged and radar-visible objects. The system is comprised of radar station to observe surface, to perform navigation missions.

Possessing with production capacity and high professional staff and considering present world economic globalization challenges entity rapidly develops trade relations with cross border partners to be embedded into the world-wide production of electronics and other consumer goods upon B2B structure as subcontractor. In particular, for this purpose we have full production cycle of the state-of-the-art printed circuit boards from the foil-clad dielectrics (either two-layer, or multilayer printed circuit boards) of the 3–5 class of difficulty.

**Printed circuit boards manufacturing**

The plant performs any difficulty level repair process of the above equipment. Quality management system of the enterprise is in the compliance with ISO 9001:2008, EN9100:2009. Manufacturing of the “BURAN-A”, “KURS-93M” was additionally certified by AR MAC.
Public Joint Stock Company SUMY MACHINE-BUILDING SCIENCE AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION

CONTACT DETAILS:
58, Gorkoho Str., Sumy, 40004, Ukraine

Aleksandr MESKHIYA, Sales Director
e-mail: sales@frunze.com.ua
tel: +380 542 22-63-62

Public joint Stock Company "Sumy Machine-Building Science and Production Association", established in 1896, is one of the Europe's largest companies, manufacturing various equipment and providing a full range of services for the development, production, installation, commissioning, warranty and after-sales services of process equipment and complete facilities for the following industries:

- Oil and gas (extraction, processing, transportation);
- Chemical and petrochemical;
- Gas turbine-, heat, and hydraulic power generation;
- Nuclear power generation;
- Mining & metallurgy

The Company comprises the following 4 product-focused manufacturing sites:

- Turbo compressors & turbo generators
- Pumping equipment manufacturing
- Fixed equipment manufacturing
- Blank production

Seven subsidiaries (limited liability companies) support basic business of the company. All manufactured equipment is tested at hydraulic, pneumatic, balancing and full load string test benches.

PJSC "Sumy NPO", unique by its production potentialities, has 2000 machine tools and machining centers, hires 4000 highly qualified production and 700 engineering staff. The company has its own forging and foundry facilities.

PJSC "Sumy NPO" fulfills design and manufacture of turbo-compressor packages, valves for gas trunklines, complete gas compressor stations, pumping equipment including pumps for Nuclear Power Plants, reciprocating compressors and mobile compressor stations, equipment for chemical, petrochemical industry.

We provide integrated solutions using own engineering, manufacturing and installation/commissioning potential providing up to 90% of self-fabricated products within the scope.

PJSC "Sumy NPO" has close partnership ties with customers in more than 40 countries worldwide. Our partners are the Companies in CIS countries, such as Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, as well as in the following countries: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, China, Iran, Turkey, etc.

We are ready to supply the following equipment: turbo-compressor trains, centrifugal and reciprocating compressors; industrial pumps including pumps for NPPs; oil and gas equipment; equipment for chemical production; pipeline valves to CIS and Caspian region countries, Eastern Europe, Central Asia, Middle East, Latin America (Brazil, Venezuela), South-East Asia (Indonesia, Malaysia).
PJSC “Zaporizhstal” occupies one of the leading places in metallurgical industry of Ukraine. “Zaporizhstal” vividly heads on increasing of production efficiency, equipment upgrading as well as on creation and improvement of safe working conditions for employees.

The structure of production includes sinter shop, blast furnace shop, open-hearth furnace shop, cogging mill, hot strip mill rolling shop, cold rolling mill shops № 1, 3. The enterprise has a long-term plan to pass to the BOF steelmaking process.

The "Zaporizhstal" Steel Works produces the following types of commodity product from carbon and low-alloyed grades of steel:

› Hot rolled coil — thickness of 1,8–8,0 mm and width from 970 up to 1500 mm.
› Hot rolled coil with slitting — thickness of 1,8–8,0 mm and width from 30 up to 735 mm.
› Hot rolled sheet — thickness of 1,8–8,0 mm, width 970–1500 mm, length 2000–6000 mm.
› Cold rolled coil — 0,5–2,0 mm and width 970–1500 mm.
› Cold rolled sheet — 0,5–2,0 mm, width 1000–1500, length 2000–2500 mm.
› Expanded metal sheet
› Cold formed section
› Steel strip
› Black plate.

High quality of the enterprise product is proved by the demand for it in the internal and external markets. It is in demand in the countries of the European Union, CIS countries, countries of the Near East and Africa, Latin America, Persian Gulf and South-East Asia.

The main consumers of the Works’ products are the manufacturers of welded pipes, enterprises of the automobile, transportation and agricultural machinery industry and manufacturers of household appliances.


In 2015, the Steel Works has produced 3,4 million tons of the rolled products.

The PJSC “Zaporizhstal” gradually solves strategic problems for realisation of the set targets:

› Production of the high-quality metal products, which meet the requirements of clients;
› Upgrading and reconstruction of the basic production assets;
› Introduction of advanced technology and innovations;
› Achievement of leading positions in the field of production, management and organisation of business processes;
› Ensuring of the industrial safety, healthy and safe working conditions;
› Reducing of technogenic influence on environment.
GFT Ltd produces a universal liquid organic fertilizer that demonstrates the ecological advantages of a new patented technology combined with superior standards of safety.

This organic fertilizer is recommended for all kinds of plants and is highly effective for outdoor and indoor use.

Our fertilizer has the unique structure and qualities, contains the organic compounds only and no chemical additives.

This liquid organic fertilizer is the product of Ukrainian, European and American companies' cooperation. Now it is successfully produced and widely sold in Ukraine and the USA.

Our organic fertilizer improves the quality of the agricultural products. It helps to increase the sugar, the cellulose and the vitamins quantity in crops.

This fertilizer reduces the plant susceptibility to diseases and pests. The plants resist more effectively to the unfavorable environmental conditions (drought, frosts, etc.). The crop yield growth is registered up to 20–50% depending on the type of plant.

This organic fertilizer also helps to prolong the shelf life of the agricultural products.

GFT Ltd is constantly looking for the new partners around the world.

We are always ready to discuss the prospective of our cooperation.

If you are interested to buy, to sell or to start the production of our liquid organic fertilizer on the territory of your country do not hesitate to contact us.

CONTACT DETAILS:
14 Kruhlouniversytetska St.,
Kyiv, Ukraine
tel: +380 98 210-06-99
tel: +380 73 157-24-74
e-mail: gft.fertilizer@gmail.com
web: gft.org.ua

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
GFT

Sunflower (Ukraine)
Beet (Ukraine)
Lemon tree Florida (USA)
Company was founded in 2002, and is the producer of 50 cl, 33 cl and 33 F1T aluminum cans for beer, non-alcohol and energetic beverages.

Company delivers its products to European countries: Great Britain, Germany, Spain, Poland, Romania, Malta, Lithuania, Turkey, Libya, Belarus, Georgia, Armenia, Turkmenistan, Kirgizstan and also to internal market of Ukraine.
CONSULTING COMPANY
SIDCON

CONTACT DETAILS:
of. 224, 121-B, peremohy Ave.,
03115 Kyiv, Ukraine
tel/fax: +380 44 220-29-82
tel/fax: +380 44 220-29-78
e-mail: office@sidcon.com.ua
web: www.sidcon.com.ua

SERVICES:
› Expert study of business partners and competitors in Ukraine and abroad
› Information support of business in Ukraine and abroad
› Development of a company’s strategy of entering foreign markets
› Searching for and analysis of foreign markets for goods and raw materials
› SWOT-analysis of competitors, business projects and other
› Analytical reviews and forecasts, marketing researches
› Development a security concept / policy for a company, bank
› Audit of the security system of a company, bank
› Development and audit of the personal data protection system.

THE COMPANY IS A MEMBER OF:
› The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Ukraine (UCCI);
› The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Kiev (KCCI);
› The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of London (LCCI);
› The World Association of Detectives (WAD).

EXPERT/ANALYTICAL STUDY OF BUSINESS PARTNERS AND COMPETITORS IN UKRAINE AND ABROAD
› Company’s activity in the market
› Analysis of solvency and reliability of a company
› History of development and business reputation of a company
› Other aspects of interest for the Customer.

INFORMATION SUPPORT OF BUSINESS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES
› Consulting (selection of experts) on:
  › Registration of companies
  › Legal, accounting support
  › Obtaining approvals, certificates and licenses required for companies’ activities
› Marketing research, development of the in-market strategy, searching for and analysis of counteragents
› Research on cases of conflict situations in business
› Other information and analytical services supporting your business in foreign countries.

ANALYTICAL STUDIES
› Tendencies of the economic situation in certain markets
› Specific regions as potential fields of investments
› Political risks at business projects implementation.

ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS EFFICIENCY. DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES
› Carrying out a comparative competitive analysis of a company in the market; general assessment of business efficiency.
› Development of competitive strategy and corporate standards of a company for preserving the competitive position in the market and the most efficient business development.
› Development of a strategy of entering a new market (new region).
› Development of a number of measures for entering a new market (new region).

HR CONSULTING
› Assistance in top managers headhunting.

MARKETING RESEARCH
› Marketing researches
› Analysis of competitive ability of companies planning to enter new markets, analysis and assessment of market risks for new players
› SWOT-analysis of competitors, their ability of lobbying their business interests and using advantages of incumbency
› Analysis of the level of market monopolization by a group of companies.
The private joint stock company «Fanplit» will celebrate its 108 anniversary in 2016 and is the base enterprise of Ukraine from making of fibreboard, plywood and veneers and has confession of high level of quality of products both in our state and abroad.

Mastering in 1986 the production of fibreboard (MDF) of brand CT (MENDE_MDF) dry continuous method of production on the base of equipment and on technology of the firm «Bison_Verke» (Germany) became one of the most important achievements of collective of the company. The fibreboard are intended for the use in the building and furniture constructions protected from moisture. Even now an equipment works at the level of project power and make profit for the company that enables to save collective and develop.

Now the production is provided with automat- ic technological complexes for the functional system control and production process control. In the past a combine had the important value, making plywood for the national economy and on the export.

A combine makes products both for the necessi- ties of internal market and on the export. During many years the joint_stock company «Fanplit» exports the products to the USA, Great Brit- ain, Germany, Belgium, Spain, Italy, Poland, Turkey, Syria, Jordan, Serbia, Romania, Russia, Moldova, Georgia and other countries of the world. Inculcated in 2006 on an enterprise a system of quality spreads is spread on the activity of the joint stock company "Fanplit" from production of fibreboard of dry continuous method of production, thin due to the re- quirements of standards of Ukraine ТУУ 20.2-00274690-002.2008 and veneer of the com- mon setting due to the requirements of state standards 3916.1_96. Providing of stable level of quality of wares due to the requirements of NTD and permanent increase of level of satisfaction of customers in accordance with the requirements of the state standard ISO 9001_2001 is the primary purpose of the inculcated system of quality.

Our plywood plant, which was founded in 1908, produce and exports to the world market such products as:

1. plywood by thickness 3 — 24 mm, and format- 1525x1525mm made of birch, alder-tree, grade E, I, II, III, IV;
2. fiberboard's (MDF) by thickness 2.5, 3.0, 3.2, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0 mm and format 1220 × 2440 and other.
3. rotary cut veneer.
Limited Liability Company

UNIPLYT

CONTACT DETAILS:

4, Zavodska str., Vygoda,
Dolina District,
Ivano-Frankivsk Region,
77552, Ukraine
teil/fax: .......... +380 3477 6-11-01
teil/fax: .......... +380 3477 6-13-76
e-mail: .......... uniplytsales@gmail.com

Uniplyt LLC—an independently owned, fully integrated company with manufacturing facilities in Western Ukraine, offers one of the most comprehensive selections of high-quality wood-based products. We produce Fiberboard, Painted Fiberboard, Plywood and Sawn Timber.

Our key priority is the search for new areas of application for woodworking products, extending assortment, flexibility in inquiry fulfillment and improvement of our products’ quality.

Uniplyt is the only company in Ukraine that manufactures fiberboard using a wet type production technique. We use only water in wood fiber transportation and mat formation. Therefore, Uniplyt fiberboard does not contain any synthetic and harmful resins (like urea-formaldehyde or phenol-formaldehyde) and has a class of emission E0.

Our goods meet European and national standards. BS, GOST, UkrCEPRO and is thoroughly certified. In production we use modern European equipment that provides high-quality products that are safe for humans in compliance with international environmental and social requirements.

Large amount of projects implemented by Uniplyt are aimed on reducing the negative impact of production on the environment. They include the modernization of technological process, equipment reconstruction and implementation of new technologies. In addition, the final products can be converted to compost and be used as fuel materials.

Uniplyt, LLC was granted a Forest Stewardship Council (FSC™) Chain-of-Custody Certification. FSC chain-of-custody tracks FSC certified timber material through the whole process—from the forest to the consumer, including all stages of processing, transformation, manufacturing and distribution. Which indicates that our products are made of wood, obtained from legal sources.

In working with clients we focus not only on the companies involved in the manufacturing segment, but also the end user. We provide comprehensive services for product delivery, logistics support. Warehouses in various regions of Ukraine allow us to quickly make deliveries and minimize shipping costs. The complete independence from any external source of raw materials supply will guarantee unshakable stability of our production.